
Imagine putting the Pickering Federal Lands to their
best and highest use – food production. 

Imagine designing them to help grow our next 
generation of urgently needed farmers. 

Imagine the Lands – let’s call them North Pickering
Farms – as another vital foodbasket for the fast-
growing Greater Golden Horseshoe. 

Imagine a landscape of farms and businesses
feeding Canada’s largest urban centre. 

Imagine the ideal neighbour these Lands would 
be for Rouge National Urban Park and its mandate
to protect nature, culture, and agriculture. 

Imagine North Pickering Farms as a busy, thriving
area, a destination in its own right.

The results of 4 decades of limbo and 1-year leases:
·   farmers’ options too restricted to allow investment in the land  
·   soil negatively impacted by decades of monoculture farming
·   decaying buildings; crumbling, missing, or obsolete infrastructure  
·   the area an economic and retail desert
·   few jobs, few opportunities, no prospect of improvement on the horizon

What has flourished? Canada Geese, the greatest wildlife hazard to aviation safety.
They are now, in their many thousands, permanent residents on the Lands.

Just 50 km northeast of downtown Toronto lie
18,600 acres of mostly Class 1 farmland, earmarked
in 1972 for a public work – an airport. The land was
expropriated, but no airport was built and none has
ever been needed.   

The good news? Half of the land is now part of
Rouge National Urban Park (RNUP), where the farm-
land and natural habitat will be protected forever for
the health and benefit of future generations.

The challenge? Some 9,000 acres remain under
threat and warrant the same protection. 

How special is this farmland? It’s our most fertile
and productive – and most endangered. Less than
10% of Canada’s land mass is farmable. Only 0.5% of
that is Class 1, much of it in southern Ontario, where
175 acres are lost to other uses every day.

With your help, we can make it happen! 
Contact your MP today! 

THE FUTURE OF THESE LANDS IS IN OUR HANDS

But imagine North Pickering Farms – and job creation starting now.

1. Jobs & Opportunities in Mixed Farming
·   Long-term, renewable leases, providing certainty and

opening doors to investment, diversification, innovation
·   Farmsteads rebuilt, soil rehabilitated 
·   New orchards planted, livestock reestablished
·   Opportunities to grow dozens of varied crops and 

world foods (ECV) to meet market demand in an 
increasingly multicultural Greater Golden Horseshoe

2. Jobs & Opportunities for New Farmers
·   Suitably-sized plots with affordable leases made 

available for young/starting farmers
·   On-farm living, incubator farms, support services, 

research facilities, an innovation centre…
·   Ready access to Canada’s largest, most diverse 

food market

3. Increased Food Security
·   A provider of fresh produce year-round to the Greater

Golden Horseshoe, reducing reliance on imports
·   A vital component of Toronto’s food-security policy 
·   A centre for agricultural research into climate change

adaptation

4. Protected Culture & Environment
·   Dozens of Indigenous (and other) archaeological 

sites safeguarded
·   Important watersheds and wildlife habitats, including 

Atlantic salmon spawning grounds, protected 
·   Heritage buildings restored, protected
·   RNUP’s wildlife protection mandate uncompromised 

by the wildlife control mandate of an adjacent airport 
·   North Pickering Farms and RNUP farmers able to 

follow agricultural conservation practices

5. Rebuilt Rural Communities
·   New research & educational facilities, veterinary

services, equipment sales & service, bottling & 
canning works, bistros, restaurants, bakeries, B&Bs...

·   Many hundreds of varied, good-paying, sustainable
jobs created

·   The Lands and nearby hamlets revitalized, the local
economy growing and  flourishing

·   The area an agri-tourism, gastro-tourism magnet
·   North Pickering Farms, accessible by public transit: 

a unique and inviting destination for city dwellers,
tourists, and RNUP visitors alike

THE FUTURE OF 
THE PICKERING FEDERAL LANDS 

IS IN OUR HANDS

Protecting these Lands would launch a true public work for the greater public good.
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